Oct 14

Your letter returned from the north yesterday. I came over to see me this morning. I enjoyed his visits to my friends, they seem to be made out of pure kindness to me. His impressions of President Johnson are even more favorable than on his first
visit to Washington. He says the abuses existing with the President.

His account of Mr. Edye, "Electrician", Mrs. Carter, daughter
of James Pettigrew, of Chancellorsville is very interesting. The
Great the greatest scare I have for coincidences. It is all the
time meeting with something the same way connected with the past.

I am going to bring a dozen or two or narratives upon

The individuals who are for the University. Money men in
New York are unwilling to lend upon land or estate out of their
own State. Even then they demand 12 per cent. The prospects are
dark for us. There seems to be by all accounts an ill feeling
throughout the State in acceding allegiances for courses among the faculty. Elly Batens' marriage
has helped this along no doubt.

We have raised $1,000 for the first time since July.

For brought one done Southern paper. On has an electrical
machine of the Dr. Cremer. From there, I have a few of our
own results Southern papers & find the greater bitterness
still exists in the Ch. While the politicians are trying to heal
up matters of white guards - the churches are exhibiting the
most vigorous & bitterness towards Southerners.

How painful of a humiliation fact, the Poets, especially.

The Episcopalians are having their Triennial Conv
vention from N. C. I have joined them and
enjoyed myself in the kindliest & Christian feeling. The
other Southern States have sent up "Come over."